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E X EC U T I V E  S U M M A RY  

Project Background 

1. Maldon is a small town located approximately 15km north-west of Castlemaine. The Maldon 
Town Centre is supported as a focus for retail and commercial activities by strategic land use 
policies including the Maldon Economic and Design Strategy, Maldon Economic Futures, and 
the Mount Alexander Planning Scheme. In the context of a stagnant economy and a range of 
town centre focussed issues, Council has identified the need for the Maldon Town Centre Retail 
Strategy. 

Maldon Town Centre Role and Function 

2. The Maldon Town Centre extends from the intersection of Tobin Street and High Street in the 
south to the intersection of Edwards Street and Templeton Street in the north. Maldon Town 
Centre is the main service centre for the resident population in Maldon and immediate 
surrounding areas, and it also has an important role to play in serving the significant tourist and 
other non-resident market that visits the town throughout the year. 

3. A floorspace survey of the Maldon Town Centre undertaken in September 2010 shows that 
the centre has a total of 5,070m

2
 of occupied retail floorspace. An increase of total retail space 

of 960m
2
 since May 2007 has been the result of a new building at the southern end of the town 

centre and a number of retailers expanding or establishing new businesses. At present there is 
a relatively high level of retail vacancy, representing 11% of total shopfront floorspace, 
although this share has remained constant since May 2007. 

Community Views on the Maldon Town Centre 

4. The consultation program highlights the strong value which the local community attaches to 
the Maldon Town Centre. A strong set of opinions exist in the community in relation to how 
the town centre currently operates and what the opportunities may be to ensure the continued 
growth and prosperity of the town. In many instances, these opinions are shared across the 
community, while in some cases a diversity of views can be identified. 

Economic Analysis 

5. Maldon Town Centre serves a main trade area (MTA) which includes the town of Maldon and 
the surrounding rural hinterland for which Maldon is an important service centre. MTA 
residents are characterised by an older age profile, low average incomes, low average 
household size and a below-average labour force participation rate.  

6. The population in the MTA is currently approximately 2,620 residents and is forecast to 
increase slightly to 2,890 residents by 2026. Retail spending by MTA residents is estimated at 
$12,150 per capita in 2010, with total available retail spending estimated at $31.9 million. As a 
result of growth in population and spending (in real terms), the total retail spending of MTA 
residents is forecast to increase to $44.2 million by 2026 (expressed in constant 2010 prices). 

7. At present, the Maldon Town Centre is estimated to have total retail sales of $16.6 million, 
with a market share of 33% of spending by MTA residents. Opportunities exist for Maldon Town 
Centre to at least maintain, or even increase, the levels of spending in the centre by MTA 
residents as well as spending from tourists and other visitors.  
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8. A "growth" scenario for the Maldon Town Centre identifies the potential for an increase in 
retail turnover to approximately $29 million in 2026 (expressed in 2010 dollars) which is almost 
double existing levels of trader and would directly generate an estimated 40 new jobs in the 
centre relative to a more modest "Base Case" scenario. 

Maldon Town Centre Strategy 

9. A vision for Maldon Town Centre has been defined as an overall guiding statement to assist 
Council and other stakeholders and is as follows:  

 “The Maldon Town Centre will be a vibrant and attractive centre which 
maintains and enhances its heritage values, serves the needs of local 
residents, attracts tourists and other visitors, and promotes the growth and 
viability of retail traders and other businesses. In addition to its important 
service role for the community, Maldon Town Centre will create income, jobs 
and investment which promote the long-term well-being of the town”. 

10. The Strategy provides a set of nine strategic objectives for the Maldon Town Centre, as 
follows: 

 promote the continued diversity of business in the town centre and exploit market gaps 
and opportunities 

 develop a Maldon "brand" which attracts consistent visitation and activity 

 support and enhance the existing events calendar in Maldon 

 encourage an innovative, integrated and well-organised marketing program 

 promote the operation of important community services in a manner which supports the 
role of the town centre 

 recognise the strong links between accommodation providers and the town centre 

 maximise the benefits associated with local attractions in a manner which builds on a 
sustainable town centre 

 preserve, maintain and enhance the strong heritage values of the town centre 

 ensure regular and productive communication between business, Council and other 
stakeholders . 

Actions are identified for each of these Objectives. 

11. The Strategy also provides a set of objectives and actions for specific stakeholders in the 
Maldon Town Centre, including businesses, community and government. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Background 

Maldon is located 15km north west of Castlemaine in the Mount Alexander Shire and has a population 
of approximately 1,650 residents. Although Castlemaine is the main business and residential centre for 
the Shire, Maldon has an important support role, and is also a significant tourist destination for day-
trippers and overnight visitors.  

Maldon was established during the 1850s gold rush and the town’s tourism role is underpinned by its 
heritage character which in turn is fundamental to the town’s identity and economy. Maldon’s unique 
heritage has brought about a number of very specific challenges. Issues which have become relevant 
include: 

 A general and long-term economic decline  

 Relatively high retail vacancy rates 

 Aging heritage-listed infrastructure 

 Proposed relocation of a key retail business (i.e. supermarket) 

Further challenges to the town include the seasonality of retail floorspace occupation, a dearth of 
businesses orientated to permanent residents, a high frequency of business turnover, and the potential 
relocation of the supermarket and, to a lesser extent, the bank.  

In this context of a declining economy and a range of retail-related issues, analysis and review of the 
retail sector is now required in order to ensure that appropriate development opportunities can be 
secured for the Maldon Town Centre, and to identify strategies to ensure the continued growth and 
prosperity of the town.  

To investigate these issues, a series of interviews and a town workshop were undertaken with a cross-
section of the local community, including local community interest groups, business owners, Council, 
local residents and other key stakeholders. This study considers the local knowledge and outcomes 
which resulted from this consultation process, and is a companion report to the Maldon Economic 
Futures Report 2008 which was also prepared by Essential Economics Pty Ltd. 

Objectives 

The objectives for this study are:  

 To examine the current retail mix in the town centre 

 To identify, through consultation with the Maldon community, strengths, weaknesses and gaps in 
the range of businesses located in the Maldon Town Centre 

 To prepare a communication strategy that promotes the best possible uses for properties in the 
Maldon Town Centre in order to service both residents and visitors 

 To identify a process to achieve the long-term restoration and rejuvenation of the historic fabric 
of the town 
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 To establish a vision and to identify objectives and actions for the Maldon Town Centre and for 
specific stakeholders, such as businesses, community and government 

 To develop a principles-based action plan which will identify and address key issues of relevance 
to the retail role of Maldon 

This Report  

This report contains the following chapters: 

1 Project Background 

2 Maldon Town Centre Role and Function 

3 Community Views on the Maldon Town Centre 

4 Economic Analysis 

5 Maldon Town Centre Strategy 
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1  P R OJ EC T  B A C KG R O U N D   

This Chapter provides background to the project, including a description of Maldon’s regional context, 
the strategic policy context in which the Maldon Town Centre sits, and an explanation of why a Town 
Centre Retail Strategy is needed at this time. 

1.1 Location and Description  

Maldon is a small town with a population of approximately 1,650 residents located approximately 15km 
(direct distance) north-west of Castlemaine in Mount Alexander Shire. Castlemaine is the main retail and 
business centre for the Shire, although Maldon has an important service role for local residents and is 
also a significant destination for day-trippers and overnight visitors.  

Maldon was established during the 1860s gold rush and, in 1966, the town was declared Australia's first 
"notable town" by the National Trust of Victoria. The town's strong role in the local tourism industry is 
underpinned by its heritage character and the preservation of many of the historical buildings in the 
town. Heritage and history are values which have significant influence on the town’s identity and 
economy.  

Other important towns and cities in proximity to Maldon include Maryborough (30km direct distance), 
Bendigo (33km), Dunolly (34km) and Daylesford (39km). Approximately 8km to the west is the Cairn 
Curran Reservoir which is primarily used for irrigation, and is also an important location for boating and 
recreation when sufficient water is available. 

Map 1 shows the location of Maldon, its regional context and major road network connections. 

Figure 1 Maldon Town Centre 

 
Main St shops    Post Office   Former Maldon Shire Offices 
Source: Essential Economics, 1 September 2010 
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Map 1:    Location Map 

 
Source: MapInfo and Essential Economics 
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1.2 Policy Context  

Maldon Economic and Design Strategy 

The Maldon Economic and Design Strategy was initiated in 1998 by the Mount Alexander Shire Council 
to ensure that Maldon had a comprehensive reference document to advise on a variety of planning and 
other matters affecting the town.  

The strategy identifies issues and offers recommendations, such as “the starting point for any sustained 
tourism to successfully attract tourists is to win over the local population” (P17) in response to a 
perceived public concern at that time that an increase in tourist numbers would destroy the town’s 
character. 

Other issues identified in the Maldon Economic and Design Strategy include a need for better co-
ordination of marketing, a single body to represent businesses, and better communication within the 
town itself, and also between Council and residents. 

Many of the issues raise in this study remain relevant more than a decade later and are considered in 
this present report. 

Maldon Economic Futures Project 

This study was prepared in 2008 and sought to identify the potential for the Mount Alexander Planning 
Scheme to accommodate additional supermarket facilities in Maldon, and more specifically the capacity 
for an expanded supermarket to be located into the existing town centre.  

The study identifies 4,050m
2
 of occupied retail floorspace in Maldon in May 2007 and discusses a range 

of issues associated with retail in the town, including a detailed assessment of the potential for the 
existing IGA supermarket to relocate. The study concludes that “the continued operation of a 
supermarket at the existing Main Street site is unsustainable” p15). Although two potential alternative 
sites were identified as suitable for a relocation of the existing IGA (the Tobin Street Car Park and the 
Motor Museum sites), no submissions were received during a subsequent EOI process by Council. 

The report concludes that the relocation of the IGA to a site on Vincents Street “is potentially a ‘second 
best’ outcome for Maldon, which would improve the level of supermarket facilities in the town, but have 
implications for the future performance of the town centre” (p2). 

A planning application for a supermarket on the Vincent Street has now been submitted.   

Mount Alexander Planning Scheme 

Relevant provisions which relate to retail and activity centre policy for Maldon specifically include Clause 
22.02, which recognises the heritage significance of the town and seeks to apply a unique policy 
framework. 

Clause 1 states that it is policy that “the commercial viability of the township is maintained by 
accommodating a range of retail, commercial and public uses of land in accord with the town’s historic 
character” (p1) and that “development which is not in harmony with the existing character and 
appearance of the town is discouraged” (p2). The policy also expresses the need to preserve and 
enhance the commercial parts of the town.  
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The provisions are intended to protect the integrity of Maldon as a heritage township of national 
significance. 

1.3 Need for a Retail  Strategy 

Maldon’s unique heritage has brought about a number of very specific challenges for the ongoing 
operation of the town centre. Issues which have become relevant include: 

• General and long-term economic stagnation in the town 

• Unacceptably high retail vacancy rates in the town centre 

• Potential relocation of the existing supermarket 

• Aging heritage buildings and other infrastructure 

Further challenges to the town include the seasonality of retail floorspace occupation, limited range of 
businesses oriented to serving local residents, a high frequency of business turnover, and the potential 
relocation of the supermarket and Bendigo Bank.  

In this context, analysis and review of the town centre is now required in order to ensure that 
appropriate development opportunities can be secured for Maldon. This work will identify strategies to 
ensure the continued prosperity of the town centre specifically, and the overall town of Maldon more 
generally.  

This Maldon Town Centre Retail Strategy is intended to provide guidance to Council, developers, 
property owners, retailers and other businesses and the wider community, in relation to: 

 The current performance of the town centre, including retail mix, vacancy rates  etc 

 Appropriate mix of retail activities for the town centre 

 Opportunities to reduce escape spending from the surrounding region  

 Opportunities to capture spending from tourists and other visitors to Maldon 

It is anticipated that the Maldon Town Centre Retail Strategy will be an important reference document 
for the Mount Alexander Shire Planning Scheme and will provide an up-to-date analytical and policy 
framework for the Maldon Town Centre. 

1.4 Summary 

Maldon is a small town located approximately 15km north-west of Castlemaine, and also in proximity to 
other goldfields towns such as Maryborough, Bendigo, Dunolly and Daylesford. Maldon’s economy is 
relatively reliant upon tourist visitation which is underpinned by the town’s strong heritage character, 
while the town centre also performs an important role as a retail convenience centre for the local 
community and immediate surrounding region.  

The Maldon Town Centre is supported as a focus for retailing by strategic land use policies including the 
Maldon Economic and Design Strategy, Maldon Economic Futures, and the Mount Alexander Planning 
Scheme. In the context of a stagnant economy and a range of town centre focussed issues, Council has 
identified the need for the Maldon Town Centre Retail Strategy.  
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2  M A L D O N  TOW N  C E N T R E  R O L E  A N D  F U N C T I O N  

This Chapter describes the role and function of the Maldon Town Centre, taking into account a summary 
of the results of a floorspace survey undertaken in the Town Centre in September 2010.  

2.1 Overview of  Maldon Town Centre  

Maldon Town Centre is the only significant location of retail and commercial activities in the town. The 
centre is in a traditional main-street style format and extends from the intersection of Tobin Street and 
High Street in the south to the intersection of Edwards Street and Templeton Street in the north. The 
layout of the town centre is illustrated in Map 2. 

The centre is heavily influenced by the strong presence of heritage buildings erected during the 
goldmining era which create an atmosphere that appeals strongly to tourists and other visitors. In 
general, the highest level of activity in the town centre is at, and to the north of, the prominent 
intersection of High Street and Main Street. This area features a range of heritage buildings which 
accommodate a mix of stores catering to locals and visitors.  

Maldon Town Centre has experienced relatively high vacancy rates and only low levels of re-investment 
over the last two decades. Factors identified as having an influence on the recent poor performance of 
the town centre include: 

 loss of tourism associated with drought and lack water-related activities at Cairn Curran Reservoir 

 changing consumer tastes and industry trends which have led to a reduction in retail spending at 
antiques and collectables shops  

 strong competition from nearby towns, especially Castlemaine and Bendigo 

 competition from other towns in regional Victoria for visitor spending.  

Figure 2 Maldon Town Centre  

 
High Street looking south    Main Street looking south    
Source: Essential Economics, 1 September 2010 
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Map 2: Maldon Town Centre Indicative Boundary 

 
Source: Google Earth Pro, MapInfo and Essential Economics 
Note: Town Centre boundary expressed in general terms only and reflects current and anticipated future land use patterns 
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2.2 Maldon Town Centre Floorspace Survey  

Estimates of retail provision in the Maldon Town Centre presented in this report are based on a 
floorspace survey undertaken by Essential Economics in September 2010. The results are compared to a 
survey completed May 2007 and contained in the Maldon Economic Futures Report 2008 (Essential 
Economics).  

The retail categories that have been defined for the floorspace survey are: 

 Food, Liquor and Groceries: supermarkets, fresh food, groceries and take-home liquor 

 Food Catering: takeaway food, cafés and restaurants  

 Non-Food: apparel, homewares, bulky merchandise and general merchandise  

 Services: dry cleaners, hairdressers and other service-oriented shopfront retailing 

At present, the Maldon Town Centre has an estimated total provision of approximately 5,700m
2
 of 

shopfront floorspace, 5,070m
2
 of which is occupied by retail tenants.  

Approximately 640m
2
 or 11% of floorspace in the town centre is food, liquor and groceries floorspace; 

1,030m
2
 or 18% is food catering floorspace; non-food retailing comprises approximately 3,090m

2
 or 

54%; and services account for 630m
2
 or 5% of floorspace. Vacant floorspace totals an estimated 670m

2
. 

Table 2.1: Maldon Town Centre Retail Floorspace, 2007 and 2010 

 

Sqm Share 
No. of 

Tenancies 
Share 

2010 
    Food, Liquor and Groceries 640m

2
  11% 4  7% 

Food Catering 1,030m
2
  18% 10  18% 

Non-Food 3,090m
2
  54% 30  55% 

Services 310m
2
  5% 2  4% 

Vacant 630m
2
  11% 9  16% 

Total 5,700m
2
 100% 55  100% 

2007         
Food, Liquor and Groceries 790m

2
  17% 6  12% 

Food Catering 740m
2
  16% 8  16% 

Non-Food 2,320m
2
  50% 25  50% 

Services 260m
2
  6% 4  8% 

Vacant 500m
2
  11% 7  14% 

Total 4,610 m
2
 100% 50  100% 

Source: Essential Economics  (figures may not total due to rounding) 

Currently, Maldon has nine vacant shopfront tenancies, representing a vacancy rate of 11% for the town 
centre. Although the vacancy rate has been stable since the May 2007 floorspace survey, the typical 
vacancy rate for a typical centre trading at acceptable levels is approximately 4% to 8%. The slight 
increase in overall vacant area of 130m

2
 reflects, in part, four new tenancies which have been 

completed at the southern end of the centre.  
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A comparison of the two floorspace surveys in Maldon shows that a small increase in the range of food 
catering traders has occurred in the town centre. These traders benefit from being able to serve both 
local residents and the tourist/visitor market. 

A modest provision of food, liquor and grocery stores is noted in the Maldon Town Centre, with just 
640m

2
 of floorspace which includes the IGA and three specialty shops. This relatively small provision 

reflects the limited ability of the centre to meet the basic fresh food and grocery needs of many 
residents.   

A notable increase in non-food retail floorspace located in the Maldon Town Centre since 2007 is 
identified, and this in part reflects a small number of antique and collectable shops which are now open 
on at least a part-time basis, as well as an expansion of some businesses into larger premises.  

Target Market 

Despite its relatively small size, the Maldon Town Centre serves two important and very distinct roles. In 
general, the businesses in the centre vary between those which predominantly serve local residents and 
those with a focus primarily on the tourist visitor market (with some seeking to serve both markets). 

Local Residents 

The Maldon Town Centre is the main service centre for the resident population in Maldon and 
surrounding areas. In this respect a range of retail traders and other businesses exist who are primarily 
focussed on serving the basic needs of this population. 

Examples of such businesses include: 

 Maldon IGA 

 Bendigo Bank 

 Newsagent 

 Pharmacy 

 Hardware. 

However, the Maldon Town Centre provides this resident market with only a basic convenience-
oriented range of goods and services. A total of 16 stores are identified in the floorspace survey which 
are primarily focussed on serving residents, with a further 9 retail stores, including cafes and 
restaurants, which appear to cater to a mix of tourists and local residents. 

In view of the limited size and range of retail facilities oriented towards serving the local resident 
market, it is clear that a significant proportion of resident spending is directed to facilities located in 
nearby larger towns, particularly Bendigo and Castlemaine. These centres are able to offer Maldon 
residents a significantly larger and more diverse retail range and can service the higher-order retail and 
commercial needs which cannot be currently met in Maldon.  

Tourists and Other Visitors 

The Maldon Town Centre also has an important role to play in serving the significant tourist and other 
non-resident market that visits the town throughout the year. Traders identified in the floorspace survey 
which predominantly serve the visitor market include: 
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 Antique Shops (x9) 

 Gifts, Arts and Crafts (x8) 

 Woodwork 

 Confectionary 

 Toy store 

On this basis, a total of 21 traders in the Maldon town centre are primarily focussed on serving the 
visitor trade. This represents almost one-half of the total number of traders located in the centre, an 
increase since May 2007 when approximately one-third of traders were focussed on the visitor market. 

2.3 Proposed Supermarket Relocation  

A proposal exists for the relocation of the existing IGA supermarket in Maldon from its current location 
on Main Street, in the Maldon Town Centre, to a site on the south side of Vincents Road just east of the 
intersection with Phoenix Street. A new supermarket of approximately 1,000m

2
 has been proposed at 

the Vincents Streets site and this was supported by Amendment C23 to the Mount Alexander Planning 
Scheme which rezoned the site to the Business 1 Zone. 

The Maldon Economic Futures Report in 2008 identified business constraints and health and 
occupational safety issues associated with the heritage nature of the existing 450m

2
 store. These issues 

primarily relate to: 

 insufficient store size and limited capacity for expansion   

 building design constraints which mean the store is unsuitable for modern retail requirements  

 parking and access difficulties. 

These issues meant that the panel considering Amendment C23 concluded that the continued operation 
of a supermarket at the existing Main Street site is unsustainable. In view of the lack of alternative sites 
available in the existing footprint of the Maldon Town Centre, the "second best" option of relocating the 
store to the Vincents Street site is now supported by planning policy.  

Figure 3  Maldon IGA Site – Current Main Street Location 

 
Source: Essential Economics, 1 September 2010 
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2.4 Potential Market Gaps  

Based on the results of the floorspace survey, and discussions with local stakeholders, the following 
potential "market gaps" have been identified in the Maldon Town Centre. These are the retail categories 
which are un-represented or under-represented in the town centre relative to expectations for a town 
of Maldon's size and role.  

Local Residents 

 Supermarket - the existing supermarket in Main Street is under-sized and lacks the range of 
groceries to meet modern expectations. The proposed new supermarket at Vincents Road will 
significantly enhance the quality of supermarket facilities available to local residents. 

 Banking - the Bendigo Bank currently operates from the former municipal office. This existing 
tenancy is under-sized, lacks a 24-hour ATM and does not directly integrate into the core of the 
town centre. A bank presence which integrates more directly into the main street area would be 
an important improvement to the operation of the town centre.  

 Retail Services - the town centre has an under-provision of basic retail services including 
hair/beauty, dry cleaning and laundry, phones and mobile communications. Although some basic 
retail services are provided in the centre, opportunities are likely to exist to provide an enhanced 
range which increases the retention of spending by local residents in the town centre. 

 Discount Variety - Maldon Town Centre has only a limited range of basic non-food items. While 
this can be expected due to the town's small size and the proximity of larger regional centres, 
scope may develop over time for a discount variety store which offers a limited number of goods 
across a broad range of categories. Discount variety stores are now an important part of the 
tenancy mix in most town centres in Victoria due to their ability to supply a wide range of general 
merchandise items, with successful traders providing a high standard of quality and service which 
is far superior to the typical $2 shops. 

 Sport and Leisure - a general lack of sport and leisure- oriented retailing is evident in Maldon. 
This includes general sporting equipment and apparel. Opportunities may exist for retailers in 
categories such as such as boating and fishing (Cairn Curran) or general outdoor and leisure 
goods which serve segments of both the local resident and tourist/visitor markets. 

Tourists and Other Visitors 

 Destination Retailer - in the past a number of retailers in Maldon have been destination in their 
own right, attracting visitation directly to the town, rather than relying on passively attracting 
existing tourists and visitors. At present, with some notable exceptions, a gap exists in the 
provision of "destination" retailers which have the ability to attract their own customer traffic to 
the town.  

 Visitor Information - at present the visitor information centre is located adjacent to the Bendigo 
Bank in the former municipal offices. Ideally, the visitor information centre would be located in a 
high profile and accessible location which integrates more directly into the high activity core of 
the town centre.  
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2.5 Summary 

The Maldon Town Centre extends from the intersection of Tobin Street and High Street in the south to 
the intersection of Edwards Street and Templeton Street in the north. Maldon Town Centre is the main 
service centre for the resident population in Maldon and immediate surrounding areas, and it also has 
an important role to play in serving the significant tourist and other non-resident market that visits the 
town throughout the year. 

A floorspace survey of the Maldon Town Centre undertaken in September 2010 shows that the centre 
has a total of 5,070m

2
 of occupied retail floorspace. An increase of total retail space of 960m

2
 since May 

2007 has been the result of a new building constructed at the southern end of the town, and a number 
of retailers expanding or establishing new businesses. The centre currently has a relatively high level of 
retail vacancy, representing 11% of total shopfront floorspace, although this share has remained 
constant since May 2007.  

At present, a number of important market gaps exist in Maldon’s town centre which limit the ability of 
the centre to meet many of the basic retail needs of residents. These gaps increase the potential for 
local residents to shop at other larger nearby centres such as Castlemaine, and also limit the trade 
generated from tourists and other visitors to Maldon. Examples include the lack of appropriate 
supermarket facilities and the lack of ‘destination’ retailers which would otherwise increase the number 
of tourists and other visitors coming to the town and spending money in local shops and other 
businesses. 
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3  C O M M U N I T Y  V I E W S  O N  T H E  M A L D O N  TOW N  
C E N T R E  

This Chapter provides a summary of community views on the Maldon Town Centre.  

In preparing the Maldon Town Centre Retail Strategy, a consultation program was undertaken with the 
assistance of Council. This program included a general call for submissions from the public, face-to-face 
meetings with stakeholders, and a community workshop.  

Based on this consultation program, an analysis of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats 
(SWOT) for the Maldon Town Centre has been prepared and a summary is provided in the following 
sections.  

NOTE: the information in this SWOT is based on the feedback of the consultation 
participants and does not necessarily reflect the views of the consultant. 

3.1 Strengths  

Community 

An important strength in Maldon is the "sense of community" that is felt by locals, and the general pride 
that residents have for their town and each other. The town has a friendly atmosphere and is a safe 
environment for people at all stages in life. Examples include the presence of the Community Emergency 
Response Team, Maldon Inc business group, Maldon Action community group, Maldon CFA, and 
numerous other group and individual contributions to community well-being. The community values in 
Maldon should be seen as a strength when identifying opportunities for supporting the vitality and 
health of the Maldon Town Centre. 

Heritage 

Maldon's heritage values are considered an important strength of the town in view of the centre’s 
ability to attract tourists and visitors, as well as for the important lifestyle benefits that the strong 
connections with the history of Maldon generate. The Maldon Town Centre is characterised by a 
heritage streetscape which includes many original buildings and supports the strong provision of shops 
serving the tourist and visitor market. It is important that the heritage of Maldon and the town centre 
are recognised as a strength which creates a positive ambiance and atmosphere which make the centre 
a pleasant location for locals to shop and browse, and is an important attractor for the tourist and visitor 
market. 

Business Mix 

Stakeholders identified the business mix in Maldon as an important strength. Many basic convenience 
retail needs for local residents are met, while a range of other traders offer unique or niche goods and 
services, often with an emphasis on serving tourists and visitors. This reflects the dual role of the 
Maldon Town Centre in serving both residents and the large number of tourists and other visitors who 
visit the town annually. This diversity within the town centre is a strength which means that in the 
future opportunities can develop to build on the existing business mix in the centre, rather than 
requiring a significant shift in the mix of businesses in the town.     
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Attractions 

The benefits for the Maldon Town Centre associated with attractions are also identified as a strength by 
stakeholders. This takes into account the physical proximity to attractions which include the Victorian 
Goldfields Railway, Cairn Curran, tourist attractions located within and on the edge of the town centre, 
and the events calendar which attracts visitors to the town. These factors combine to provide 
businesses in the Maldon Town Centre with higher levels of patronage and sales than would otherwise 
occur. An important factor in maximising the value to Maldon derived from the various attractions is the 
visitor information centre which helps co-ordinate and market the attractions enjoyed by Maldon. 

Ease of Use 

An additional strength identified by stakeholders is the ease-of-use which visitors to the Maldon Town 
Centre enjoy. Visitors to the centre have free parking, with significant provision of on-street spaces, 
while the small-scale and moderate levels of traffic also make Maldon Town Centre pedestrian-friendly. 
The town centre also benefits from its central location to the town and the integration this provides for 
a wide range of retail, commercial and community facilities. 

3.2 Weaknesses  

Lack of Vibrancy and Activity at Certain Times 

An identified weakness of the Maldon Town Centre is a general lack of vibrancy and activity outside of 
peak and event times. A number of stores which have a high share of customers who are tourists and 
visitors are not open during some weekdays, which gives visitors that do visit during these times a 
perception that the town centre is partly "closed". The presence of a number of vacant buildings which 
appear run-down, combined with these periods of low activity, undermine efforts to promote Maldon as 
a vibrant and prosperous town centre.    

Physical and Heritage Constraints 

Some stakeholders identified constraints in the Maldon Town Centre associated with tenancies designed 
and built in the 19

th
 Century which are now sub-optimal in meeting the modern needs of consumers and 

businesses. Such an outcome limits the ability of existing traders to grow their business and reduces the 
ability of Maldon to compete effectively with traders in other competing centres.  

For example, the size of many individual tenancies is between 50m
2
 to 100m

2
 in size, well-below the 

average size of specialty shop tenancies in modern centres of between 100m
2
 and 150m

2
. This 

sometimes limits the ability of traders to provide sufficient space for product display, storage and 
delivery. Likewise, the internal layout of tenancies is often inefficient for staff and customers, and do not 
meet modern occupational health and safety standards in some cases. Further issues arise with the 
heritage status of buildings and a perceived lack of clarity in relation to how these buildings can be 
appropriately modified to improve their suitability for contemporary needs, and difficulties were also 
noted in providing business and other information signage.   

Presence of Market Gaps 

Although the Maldon Town Centre has a relatively diverse range of businesses, some gaps in the range 
of businesses in the centre were identified, while other issues with the range and location of non-retail 
facilities were also identified by stakeholders. In terms of retail, the lack of high quality dining options in 
the centre was mentioned regularly, with night-time dining a particular market gap. Other issues include 
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the low-profile location of the information centre and Bendigo Bank, lack of ATM outside business 
hours, no public toilets in Main Street, and no medical services on weekends. 

Reliance on Cairn Curran and Other Attractors 

Some stakeholders identified a weakness for the Maldon Town Centre relating to the centre’s lack of 
"destinational appeal" in its own right, and the fact that Maldon is often considered an add-on to a trip 
to either Castlemaine or Bendigo. This means that Maldon has difficulty separating itself in the minds of 
its tourist and visitor market from its larger neighbourhoods in the surrounding region. This issue has 
been highlighted by the impact that the loss of water in Cairn Curran has had on reducing visitation to 
Maldon, and perceptions exist that Maldon is too heavily reliant on the Victorian Goldfields Railway and 
the town’s events calendar to generate visitation. Ideally, Maldon would have sufficient destinational 
appeal to generate visitation throughout the year and independent of external factors.  

Opportunities for Young People 

As a general comment, some stakeholders identified a lack of local job opportunities for young people 
and that Maldon is having difficulty retaining school leavers. This issue needs to be addressed, especially 
as the Maldon Town Centre is an important source of jobs for young locals and is an "employment 
gateway" that could provide more job opportunities,  especially for younger job seekers.  

Marketing 

In view of the high levels of competition in the tourist market in regional Victoria, a lack of effective 
marketing was identified by some stakeholders as a weakness for Maldon. Although current and past 
promotional efforts associated with Maldon are recognised, a desire for a fresh approach to marketing 
and promotions was expressed, with an emphasis on highlighting "points of difference" offered by 
Maldon relative to other heritage towns in regional Victoria.  

3.3 Opportunities  

Working as a Town 

Some stakeholders identified the opportunity for the town, led by its community interest groups, to 
improve integration and to work as a team in order to achieve common goals. Improved co-ordination 
between the various interests within the town would be expected to lead to improved involvement of 
retail representatives with Council. Stakeholders feel this would result in outcomes which advance the 
best interests of Maldon. Co-ordination of the town centre activities and operating hours with the train 
timetable and provision of accommodation is an integral part of this “team effort” approach. 

Revitalise Maldon "Brand" 

Noting that the Maldon Town Centre receives significant exposure during event times, stakeholders 
identified the possibility to refine existing events and to identify further niche events which align with 
the character and values of the town. Stakeholders also identified an opportunity to attract “day-trip” 
visitors from Bendigo by increasing (through marketing) the public awareness of the nearby location and 
attractive offer at Maldon. 
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A Town for Locals  

Local, independent businesses are part of the charm and character of Maldon, according to 
stakeholders. Residents are able to get a coffee, pick up locally-grown produce or freshly-baked bread, 
get the daily newspaper, shop for unique gifts or household items, have their tax-return organised, or 
apply for a mortgage at their friendly community bank.  

Many stores in Maldon offer personalised attention for their customers, adding a sense of uniqueness to 
daily shopping and, more importantly, bringing life to the historic buildings in the town. Encouraging 
residents to shop locally will ensure these businesses contribute more than just goods and services; 
increased patronage will add to the strength, character and vitality of the Maldon community. 
Stakeholders felt that this sense of local pride could also be enhanced by promoting (either in store or 
on item labels) that many items in shops are made locally. 

As a general comment, some stakeholders identified an opportunity to improve the way in which the 
existing knowledge-base among retailers is shared in the community. Such opportunities may be 
facilitated by the Bendigo Bank’s recent introduction of a coaching program for local retailers. 

Marketing 

A lack of effective marketing was identified by some stakeholders as a weakness for Maldon, but others 
considered this to be a significant opportunity. An increase in internet presence/coverage and the 
standardisation of a single town map with places of interest were all identified as a fresh approach to 
marketing and promotions. Stakeholders felt improvements in the general co-ordination of advertising 
would be of great benefit to Maldon and would lead to an increase in available time tourists spend in 
the town. 

Beautification 

Some stakeholders suggested that the Maldon Town Centre could generally improve its attractiveness 
and vibrancy. A number of vacant tenancies, coupled with a run-down appearance of some buildings, 
contribute to these negative perceptions. An appropriately balanced set of guidelines for external 
advertising in the main strip, together with a concerted effort towards undertaking necessary 
maintenance works on buildings, will help to ensure that the character of Maldon is preserved, 
maintained and enhanced for future generations. 

Dining 

Recurring comments by stakeholders identified that the Maldon Town Centre has limited representation 
of evening food catering. Appropriate evening eateries benefit the local population as well as tourists, 
and can provide employment opportunities for younger job seekers who are attending school during 
daytime hours. 

3.4 Threats  

Natural 

Stakeholders were concerned that the Maldon community would be negatively impacted along with the 
rest of the world if climate change forecasts are correct. This could include prolonged periods of 
drought, health and lifestyle issues associated with increased heat, the increased possibility of bushfire, 
and other social and economic implications.  
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Disharmony 

It was recognised by stakeholders in the consultation process that the existing separation of the 
community interest groups had the potential to create conflict, factionalism and disharmony, both 
internally and at Maldon’s interface with Council.  

Competition 

The Maldon Town Centre should operate with purpose and vision, and with the active engagement of 
stakeholders. A threat identified by stakeholders was that , resident spending will increasingly escape to 
other competing nearby towns and that Maldon will miss out on sales, jobs, investment and economic 
activity unless the focus on town centre enhancement and improvement is maintained. 

Apathy 

Stakeholders expressed a view that new economic activity for Maldon, bringing new investments and 
new jobs into the town, would continue to be foregone in situations where most local residents 
maintain a pattern of shopping externally for convenience goods and services. It was felt that shifting 
even a modest amount of consumer spending to locally-owned businesses would have a major positive 
impact on the Maldon economy. 

3.5 Summary 

The consultation program highlights the strong value which the local community attaches to the Maldon 
Town Centre. A strong set of opinions exist in the community in relation to how the town centre 
currently operates and what the opportunities may be to ensure the continued growth and prosperity of 
the town. In many instances, these opinions are shared across the community, while in some cases a 
diversity of views can be identified. 

All of these views will be taken into account in this review of the Maldon Town Centre. The Strategy will 
seek a balanced outcome which meets strategic policy goals and creates a net community benefit for 
Maldon.  
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4  EC O N O M I C  A N A LYS I S  

This Chapter defines the trade area which is served by the Maldon Town Centre, assesses current and 
forecast market shares, and an assessment of the potential for future retail and commercial floorspace 
development. 

4.1 Trade Area Definition  

The main trade area (MTA) for a retail activity centre is based on a range of factors, including: 

 Size and composition of retail facilities in the subject centre,  

 Relative proximity and composition of other retail centres, 

 Road and other transport access to and from the centre, 

 Physical barriers such as major roads, rivers and rail lines, and 

 Residential development patterns. 

The MTA for the Maldon Town Centre is shown in Map 3 and is defined to include Maldon as well as the 
surrounding rural hinterland for which Maldon is an important service centre. 

Factors influencing the extent of the MTA include the proximity of major towns and cities to the east 
and south including Maryborough, Castlemaine and Bendigo which would all be visited regularly by 
residents of the Maldon trade area. 

4.2 Trade Area Socio-Economic Characteristics  

The socio-economic features of MTA residents are derived from the results of the 2006 ABS Census of 
Population and Housing. These socio-economic indicators influence the type and level of retail spending 
generated by MTA residents, and therefore influence the type and number of shops and other retail 
facilities which are required to meet the needs of the population.  

Important socio-economic indicators summarised in Table 4.1 include the following: 

 Per capita income-levels in the MTA are 11% lower than the regional Victoria benchmark 

 The proportion of households in the MTA earning more than $2,000 per week (6%) is lower 
than the Regional Victoria average (10.3%) 

 Average household size in the MTA (2.05) is well below the regional Victoria average (2.57) 

 The median age of MTA residents (50 years) is higher than the regional Victoria average (39 
years) 

 A slightly lower than average share of the MTA population is Australian-born (approximately 
88%) compared with the regional Victoria average (approximately 90%)  

 The median housing loan repayment in the MTA ($808/month) is 20% lower than the regional 
Victoria average ($1,010) 
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Map 3:    Maldon Town Centre Main Trade Area 

 
Source: MapInfo and Essential Economics 
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 The median rental payment in the MTA ($145/week) is consistent with the regional Victoria 
average ($146/week) 

 The labour force participation rate in the MTA (49%) is well below the regional benchmark 
(62%). 

Table 4.1: Trade Area Socio-Economic Characteristics, 2006 

 
 

Indicator Main Trade Area Regional Victoria

Income

Mean household income per capita (annual) $19,070 $21,490

Variation from Regional Victoria -11.3%

% of h'holds earning $2,000pw or more 6.0% 10.3%

Average household size 2.05 2.47

Age Structure

0-14 years 16.1% 20.4%

15-24 years 8.1% 12.4%

25-44 years 17.3% 24.5%

45-64 years 33.4% 26.7%

65 years and over 25.1% 16.0%

Median age (years) 50 39

Place of Birth

Australia 87.6% 89.4%

Other Major English Speaking Countries (MESC) 8.8% 5.3%

Other overseas born 3.7% 5.3%

% English only spoken at home 98.3% 95.2%

Occupied Private Dwellings

Detached 93.2% 89.0%

Semi-detached 3.7% 3.5%

Flat/unit or apartment 1.8% 6.2%

Other 1.3% 1.3%

Home Ownership

Fully owned 51.4% 41.2%

Being purchased 28.8% 34.6%

Renting 17.8% 23.5%

Housing Costs

Median housing loan repayment (monthly) $808 $1,011

Variation from Regional Victoria -20.0% -

% with repayments above $2,000 per month 6.1% 9.4%

Median rental payment (weekly) $145 $146

Variation from Regional Victoria -0.3% -

Employment Status

Unemployed/ looking for work 6.4% 5.6%

Labour force participation rate 48.5% 61.8%

Occupation

Managers & professionals 36.8% 32.5%

Clerical & sales workers 28.4% 31.2%

Technicians & trades workers 16.5% 15.7%

Machinery operators & drivers 5.2% 7.2%

Labourers & related workers 13.1% 13.4%

Source: 2006 ABS Census of Population and Housing
Note: MESC Major English Speaking Countries - Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, South Africa, 
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In general, the MTA is notable for an age profile significantly older than the regional Victoria average. 
This results in lower than average incomes and household size, high levels of home ownership, and low 
rates of labour force participation.  

4.3 Trade Area Population and Spending  

Population 

Estimates of the Maldon MTA population are based on official ABS Estimated Resident Population (ERP) 
data for 2006, as well as the consultant’s estimate of the 2010 population based on more recent data.  

In 2006, the MTA population was estimated at 2,570 persons, and this represented an incremental 
increase of just 20 persons on the 2001 population. For 2010 the population of the MTA is estimated at 
2,620 residents. Effectively, the MTA served by the Maldon Town Centre has had a relatively stable 
population over the past decade, with only incremental growth occurring since 2001, as shown in Table 
4.2. 

 Table 4.2: Main Trade Area Population, 2001 to 2026 

 

Population forecasts to 2026 are based on the “Victoria in Future 2008” projections prepared by the 
Victorian Department of Planning and Community Development and adjusted for the 2010 base year 
estimate. These are also shown in Table 4.2. 

The MTA is forecast to continue experiencing relatively modest, although consistent, population growth 
over the foreseeable future, with the total population forecast to reach 2,890 persons by 2026. This 
represents forecast growth of 340 persons in the MTA over the 25 year period from 2001 to 2026, and 
an average annual growth rate of 0.5%; by comparison, the regional Victoria growth rate over this 
period is forecast to be 1.0% per annum.  

Per Capita Retail Spending  

Estimates of per capita retail spending by MTA residents are based on the “MarketInfo” micro-
simulation model; this model – which uses data from the ABS Household Expenditure Survey, ABS 
Population and Housing Census and a range of other socio-economic indicators – provides estimates of 
retail spending on a small area basis.  

As shown in Table 4.3, per capita retail spending by MTA residents is approximately 1% above the 
regional Victoria average. This is in part a reflection of the socio-economic profile of the MTA, noting 
that although average incomes are relatively low, the older age profile means that many residents own 
their own home and may be considered "asset rich". On this basis, per capita retail spending in the MTA 
of $12,150 is relatively consistent with average spending across regional Victoria of $11,980. 

2001 2006 2009 2010 2015 2020 2026

Population Level

Main Trade Area 2,550 2,570 2,610 2,620 2,710 2,790 2,890

Change Per Annum (No.)

Main Trade Area 4 13 10 18 16 17

Average Annual Growth (% p.a)

Main Trade Area 0.2% 0.5% 0.4% 0.7% 0.6% 0.6%
Source: ABS Estimated Resident Population, DSE "Victoria in Furure 2008" Essential Economics
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Table 4.3: Main Trade Area, Per Capita Retail Spending, 2010 ($2010) 

 

Total Retail Spending  

Total spending by MTA residents in 2010 is estimated at approximately $32 million, and this figure is 
forecast to increase to approximately $44 million by 2026 as a result of growth in population and real 
spending (and expressed in constant 2010 prices). This growth in total available retail spending has the 
potential to support improved turnover at existing traders, as well as support additional traders in the 
Maldon Town Centre.  

Table 4.4 summarises this situation, taking into account the population estimates and forecasts 
prepared in Table 4.2 and the per capita retail spending estimates in Table 4.3, and with allowance for 
real growth in per capita spending of 1.4% per annum which reflects the long-term historical average in 
Australia. 

Table 4.4: Main Trade Area, Total Retail Spending, 2010 ($2010) 

 

4.4 Turnover and Market Share  

Maldon Town Centre Turnover 

A market share analysis of the Maldon Town Centre allows the market performance of the centre to be 
reviewed and assists in identifying potential opportunities for growth and change. 

Table 4.5 presents estimates of retail turnover in the Maldon Town Centre in 2010 based on 
observations of the trading performance in the centre, combined with reference to relevant retail 
industry benchmarks. Total retail turnover is then allocated to MTA residents based on likely trading 
patterns for retailers in the Maldon Town Centre.   

Overall, retail turnover in the Maldon Town Centre is estimated at $16.6 million in 2010, including $4.8 
million in food, liquor and grocery turnover; $3.5 million in food catering turnover; $7.5 million in non-
food turnover; and $0.7 million in services. The overall trading level in the centre is estimated at 
$4,180/m

2
 which is at the lower end of normal expectations for a centre of this size (namely, around 

Food, Liquor, 

Groceries

Food 

Catering 
Non-Food Services Total Retail 

Per Capita Spending ($2010)

Main Trade Area $5,400 $830 $5,520 $400 $12,150

Regional Victorian Average $5,230 $920 $5,450 $380 $11,980

Var'n from Regional Victorian Average 

Main Trade Area +3.3% -9.8% +1.3% +5.3% +1.4%

Source: MarketInfo, Essential Economics

Retail Category 2010 2015 2020 2026 Growth p.a (%)

Main Trade Area
Food, Liquor & Groceries $14.2m $15.0m $15.8m $16.9m +1.1%
Food Catering $2.2m $2.4m $2.6m $2.9m +1.8%
Non-Food $14.5m $16.6m $19.2m $22.8m +2.9%
Services $1.0m $1.2m $1.3m $1.6m +2.7%

Total Retail $31.9m $35.1m $39.0m $44.2m +2.1%
Source: MarketInfo, Essential Economics
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$5,500/m
2
). The estimated trading level in Maldon is influenced by the types of retailers located in the 

centre. For example, this average figure includes a range of traders such as second-hand goods and 
tourist-focussed stores which are only open during certain periods and subsequently are estimated to 
generate only relatively modest trading levels.  

Based on likely trading patterns, an estimated $10.7 million (or 64%) of turnover at the Maldon Town 
Centre is derived from sales to MTA residents. The balance of $5.9 million of turnover (or 36%) in the 
centre is generated from tourists and other visitors who live outside the MTA. 

Table 4.5: Maldon Town Centre Estimated Retail Turnover, 2010 ($2010) 

 

Market Share Analysis 

Maldon Town Centre is estimated to have a market share equivalent to approximately 33% of the 
available spending of MTA residents in 2010, as shown in Table 4.6. This analysis is based on the sales to 
MTA residents shown in Table 4.5 and the MTA retail spending estimate in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.6: Maldon Town Centre Estimated Market Share, 2010 ($2010) 

  

The estimated 33% market share reflects the service role that the centre serves for Maldon and the 
surrounding rural hinterland. This includes providing basic convenience goods and services to meet 
many of the day-to-day needs of residents.  

MTA residents are still likely to make regular visits to larger centres at Castlemaine, Bendigo, 
Maryborough and Melbourne to undertake higher-order comparison and recreational shopping. 

  

Retail Category
Retail 

Floorspace
Trading Level

Retail 

Turnover

Share to MTA 

Residents

Turnover to 

MTA 

Residents

Food, Liquor & Groceries 640m2 $7,500/m2 $4.8 m 90% $4.3 m
Food Catering 740m2 $4,750/m2 $3.5 m 45% $1.6 m
Non-Food 2,320m2 $3,250/m2 $7.5 m 55% $4.1 m
Services 260m2 $2,750/m2 $0.7 m 85% $0.6 m

Total Retail 3,960m2 $4,180/m2 $16.6 m 64% $10.7 m
Source: MarketInfo, Essential Economics

Retail Category
Turnover to MTA 

Residents

MTA Retail Spending 

2010
Maret Share 2010

Food, Liquor & Groceries $4.3 m $14.2 m 31%
Food Catering $1.6 m $2.2 m 72%
Non-Food $4.1 m $14.5 m 29%
Services $0.6 m $1.0 m 59%

Total Retail $10.7 m $31.9 m 33%
Source: MarketInfo, Essential Economics
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4.5 Market Opportunities  

Over coming years, the market opportunities for the Maldon Town Centre will be derived from the retail 
spending of MTA residents and from an increase in the level of trade which is generated from tourists 
and other visitors to the town. 

Resident Spending 

Total retail spending by residents of the MTA is forecast to increase from $31.9 million in 2010 to $44.2 
million in 2026, as shown earlier in Table 4.4. At present, the Maldon Town Centre attracts 
approximately 33 cents in the dollar of retail spending by residents in the MTA, as shown in Table 4.6, 
and a market opportunity therefore exists for the Maldon Town Centre to increase this share of 
residents’ spending at the centre. 

In view of the relatively small population base living in the MTA (2,620 residents in 2010) and the 
projected low level of population growth to 2026 (involving a net increase of 270 residents), the Maldon 
Town Centre is unlikely to offer more than the basic range of convenience goods and services for the 
foreseeable future, with some limited scope for specialised traders (e.g. Maldon Mutts). Residents living 
in the MTA will continue to direct much of their higher-order shopping to other larger centres no matter 
what changes are made to the Maldon Town Centre over the next 10 to 15 years. 

Nonetheless, some scope exists for the Maldon Town Centre to provide an improved retail offer which 
more closely reflects, and meets, the basic shopping requirements of local residents, and reduces the 
degree of spending which "escapes" the MTA to other larger centres. In general, this requires an 
increased focus of local traders and businesses on meeting the needs of local residents, as well as a 
positive change in the attitude of local consumers in terms of their willingness to shop locally. 

Based on a review of the current tenancy mix in the town, and discussions with local stakeholders, 
opportunities may emerge for Maldon Town Centre to increase its market share of MTA spending by 
providing improved choice in relation to: 

 fresh food, liquor and groceries (supermarket and specialty shops) 

 evening dining  

 basic homewares and electrical. 

Other opportunities for increasing the degree to which Maldon Town Centre can better serve the needs 
of local residents will be identified over time. It is important that where these retail opportunities are 
identified, the Maldon Town Centre can respond positively.  

Tourist/Visitor Spending 

Spending generated by tourists and other visitors to Maldon is the other important market opportunity 
for the Maldon Town Centre. At present, an estimated $5.9 million in retail sales in the Maldon Town 
Centre are generated from non-residents.  

Over time, potential will emerge to increase this tourist/visitor spending by increasing the level of 
visitation to the centre, and/or by increasing the average level of spending of visitors during their stay. 
Each of these visitor-related opportunities for spending growth should be considered key objectives for 
businesses and other stakeholders in the Maldon Town Centre. 
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Unfortunately for Maldon, the competition for spending by tourists and visitors in Regional Victoria is 
extremely strong. This is most evident in the large number of small towns across regional Victoria, 
including those within relatively close proximity to Maldon, which are also seeking to attract spending 
from the tourist/visitor market. In effect, this means that Maldon will need to ensure that it has, or can 
develop, the following attributes: 

 effective marketing and promotions 

 a sense of differentiation from other competing regional towns 

 a high-quality events program 

 ongoing improvements to visitor facilities and services 

  a town centre which meets the needs of the tourist/visitor market and maximises the spend per 
visitor  

 strong co-ordination between various stakeholders. 

Potential Outcomes 

The potential for the Maldon Town Centre to trade successfully in the future will be dependent upon 
two outcomes: 

1. maintaining the existing market share of spending by MTA residents and retaining current levels 
of visitation from tourists and other visitors 
 

2. increasing the existing market share of spending by MTA residents and generating additional 
spending and visitation from tourists and other visitors.  

It is important to recognise that challenges exist for the Maldon Town Centre associated with even 
maintaining existing levels of patronage in the centre. Competing centres in Maryborough, Castlemaine 
and Bendigo are all experiencing growth and change which will make it more difficult for Maldon to 
retain existing market shares of spending by its MTA residents. Likewise, the highly competitive nature 
of the tourist market in regional Victoria means that Maldon will need to continue to enhance marketing 
and other efforts to attract visitation, just to retain existing levels of visitation and spending. 

As an aspiration, Maldon also has the potential to both increase its market share of MTA spending and 
to capture a higher share of tourist and visitor spending.     

Assuming that the current market share achieved by the Maldon Town Centre of 33% is maintained and 
that the share of trade generated by the tourist/visitor market remains the same, total retail turnover in 
the Maldon Town Centre is forecast to increase from $16.6 million in 2010 to $23.0 million in 2026 
(expressed in constant 2010 dollars). This represents what can be termed a "Base Case" scenario for the 
town centre although, as already noted, such an outcome would require ongoing efforts to promote 
Maldon as a place to shop and visit. These figures are shown in Table 4.7.  

Implementation of measures to increase resident spending in the Maldon Town Centre. as well as 
increases in the rates of visitation and spending from the tourist market, could result in an increase in 
turnover to $29.4 million in 2026 (expressed in constant 2010 dollars), and this is also shown in the 
Table.  
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Table 4.7: Maldon Town Centre Potential Trading Outcomes, 2010 and 2026 ($2010) 

 

This "growth" scenario would almost double the existing level of trade in the town centre and directly 
generate approximately 40 additional local jobs relative to the achievement of the Base Case scenario. 
Additional employment would also be generated locally through the multiplier effects associated with 
factors such as increased demand for tourist accommodation, supplier opportunities for local 
businesses, increased spending capacity in the local economy etc.     

4.6 Summary 

Maldon Town Centre serves a main trade area (MTA) which includes the town of Maldon and the 
surrounding rural hinterland for which Maldon is an important service centre. MTA residents are 
characterised by an older age profile, low average incomes, low average household size and a below-
average labour force participation rate. The population in the MTA is currently approximately 2,620 
residents and is forecast to increase slightly to 2,890 residents by 2026. Retail spending by MTA 
residents is estimated at $12,150 per capita in 2010, with total available retail spending estimated at 
$31.9 million. As a result of growth in population and spending (in real terms), the total retail spending 
of MTA residents is forecast to increase to $44.2 million by 2026 (expressed in constant 2010 prices). 

At present, the Maldon Town Centre is estimated to have total retail sales of $16.6 million, with a 
market share of 33% of spending by MTA residents. Opportunities exist for Maldon Town Centre to at 
least maintain, or even increase, the levels of spending in the centre by MTA residents as well as 
spending from tourists and other visitors. A "growth scenario" for the Maldon Town Centre identifies 
the potential for an increase in retail turnover to $29.4 million in 2026 (expressed in 2010 dollars) which 
is almost double existing levels of trader and would directly generate an estimated 40 new jobs in the 
centre relative to a more modest "Base Case" scenario.   

2010 2026 2026
Current Base Case Growth 

MTA Retail Spending $31.9 m $44.2 m $44.2 m
Maldon Town Centre Market Share 33% 33% 45%
Turnover from MTA Residents $10.7 m $14.8 m $19.9 m
Plus Tourist/Visitor Spending $5.9 m $8.2 m $9.5 m

Total Maldon Town Centre Retail Turnover $16.6 m $23.0 m $29.4 m
Source: MarketInfo, Essential Economics

Category
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5  M A L D O N  TOW N  C E N T R E  S T R AT EG Y   

This Chapter presents a framework to guide the ongoing operation of the Maldon Town Centre in a 
manner which reflects community views and is consistent with strategic policy goals. 

5.1 Vision 

The Vision – which is defined as an overall guiding statement to assist Council and other stakeholders in 
suitably planning for the on-going operation of the Maldon Town Centre – is as follows:  

“The Maldon Town Centre will be a vibrant and attractive centre which maintains and 
enhances its heritage values, serves the needs of local residents, attracts tourists and 
other visitors, and promotes the growth and viability of retail traders and other 
businesses. In addition to its important service role for the community, Maldon Town 
Centre will create income, jobs and investment which promote the long-term well-
being of the town”. 

5.2 Objectives and Actions for Maldon Town Centre  

Having regard for the analysis contained in this report, the following key objectives and actions are 
identified for the Maldon Town Centre, with an indication of the entities (Council, Business or 
Community) involved in implementation. 

Objective 1: Promote the continued diversity of businesses in the town centre and 
address market gaps and opportunities 

Issue: Ensure that the Maldon Town Centre has the capacity to enhance and expand the range of 
goods and services available to serve both local residents and tourists and other visitors.  

Actions:  

1. Encourage the refurbishment and re-use of vacant or under-utilised tenancies, and develop 
strategies to overcome the fact that some existing tenancies do not meet contemporary work 
safety and industry requirements.                                                                                             
Implementation: Council and Business     

2. Recognise that businesses in the Maldon Town Centre serve to varying degrees local residents 
and the tourist/visitor market. Acknowledge in relevant policies, programs and strategies that 
these are two very different sources of trade and that in order to be successful the Maldon 
Town Centre needs to serve both markets effectively, rather than simply focus on tourist/visitor 
spending.                                                                                                                                       
Implementation: Council and Business     

3. Encourage the provision of additional traders and services which meet the basic day-to-day 
needs of local residents. Ensure that the Maldon Town Centre operates in a manner which 
minimises the need for local residents to travel to more distant and competing centres such as 
Castlemaine, Bendigo and Maryborough.                                                                               
Implementation: Council and Business     
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4. When the new Vincents Street supermarket opens, use the opportunity to tenant the former 
supermarket building in Main Street with an appropriate high-quality retail or commercial use. 
Council economic development resources should assist in this process.  Implementation: 
Council and Business 

5. Consider the implementation of a special rates scheme or other similar mechanism to fund 
specialised marketing and management programs. There is growing evidence of the benefits 
that such schemes can generate for traders, land owners and the community.                
Implementation: Council and Business     

Objective 2: Develop a Maldon ‘brand’ which attracts consistent visitation and activity 

Issue: Distinguish Maldon from the many other heritage towns in Victoria by developing a ‘Maldon 
brand’.  

Actions: 

6. Create a Maldon ‘brand’ which differentiates the town from other destinations in regional 
Victoria and which highlights reasons to visit Maldon which are specific to the town. This brand 
is to be developed in consultation with stakeholders and should project a simple, yet effective, 
image of the town which is attractive to the tourist/visitor market. If necessary, seek 
professional assistance in developing and implementing the Maldon brand.                 
Implementation: Council, Community and Business 

7. Use the Maldon brand to generate visitation to the town which is not influenced by external 
factors (e.g. level of water in Cairn Curran) and which increases the levels of visitation outside 
of events and other peak periods. Encourage use of the brand (e.g. logo, motto, colours) by all 
local businesses and other stakeholders in their promotional activities.                
Implementation: Council and Business 

8. Recognise that Maldon can no longer rely on its ‘heritage’ status alone to drive strong and 
consistent patronage. A Maldon brand must differentiate the town from the many other 
heritage towns in regional Victoria, and give people unique reasons to visit the town. 
Implementation: Council, Community and Business 

Objective 3: Support and enhance the existing Events Calendar in Maldon 

Issue:  Ensure the events calendar continues to deliver benefits to the community  

Actions: 

9. Continue to support the events calendar in Maldon and implement measures which ensure that 
the benefits of these events to traders and businesses in town are maximised. Encourage local 
businesses to be an active part of the event, rather than simply a passive participant.  
Encourage traders to extend their opening hours during events periods, as appropriate. 
Implementation: Council and Business 

10. Ensure that events encourage repeat visitation to Maldon. This will ensure that the economic 
benefits associated with these events are experienced over the long-term rather than being a 
one-off trading boost.                                                                                                                               
Implementation: Council and Business 
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11. Develop a simple set of performance criteria and a post-event reporting framework. This will 
ensure that the success of events can be more easily monitored and that events can more 
readily evolve to meet changing circumstances. It is also important that Council and community 
understand the impact that events have on the local economy.                                        
Implementation: Council, Community and Business 

Objective 4: Encourage an innovative, integrated and well-organised Marketing Program 

Issue: Promote Maldon as a place to visit, but also as a place to live, work, spend time and invest. 

Actions: 

12. Prepare and implement a marketing program for Maldon which is consistent with the Maldon 
brand (see Objective 2), supports the events calendar (see Objective 3), and maximises the 
benefits to the town centre associated with tourist/visitor spending.                                                                        
Implementation: Council and Business 

13. Consider the potential to update and enhance the Maldon web-site which is now relatively 
dated in appearance and design.                                                                                                     
Implementation: Council and Business 

14. Extend marketing objectives to include the attraction and retention of spending from local 
residents, rather than simply tourists/visitors. Consider the development of customer loyalty or 
other marketing tools which encourage locals to spend a higher share of their money at traders 
in the Maldon Town Centre rather than other regional centres. Also use marketing to promote 
Maldon as a place to live and invest.                                                                                        
Implementation: Council and Business 

Objective 5: Promote the operation of important community services in a manner which 
supports the role of the Town Centre 

Issue: Ensure that public investment in facilities and amenities integrates with other activities in the 
Town Centre.  

Actions: 

15. Encourage the location of community infrastructure within or on the edge of the Maldon Town 
Centre where strong synergies can be developed with businesses and other community uses. 
This will build on the success of the Maldon pharmacy which has helped to retain activity and 
spending in the town. Promote an enhanced range of community infrastructure in the town 
centre. Implementation: Council 

16. Promote the re-location of the Bendigo Bank and Visitor Information Centre into high-profile 
locations which integrate more closely with high activity areas of the town centre. 
Implementation: Council and Business 
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Objective 6:  Recognise the strong links between Accommodation providers and  
  the Town Centre  

Issue: Ensure that visitor accommodation providers and town centre businesses work together for 
mutually-beneficial outcomes.  

Actions: 

17. Recognise the mutually-beneficial links between tourism accommodation providers and the 
town centre. Significant benefits can be captured for businesses in the town centre associated 
with an accommodation sector which is able to attract and retain visitor expenditure. A vibrant 
and successful town centre means that demand for local accommodation services is likely to be 
stronger.                                                                                                                                      
Implementation: Council and Business 

18. Encourage visitor accommodation providers to have information available to guests on the 
types and locations of businesses in the Maldon Town Centre, and encourage guests to spend 
time browsing and shopping in the centre. Businesses also have a responsibility to recognise 
and welcome visitors, directing them to visitor services and recommending local 
accommodation options.                                                                                                            
Implementation: Business 

19. Support the provision of accommodation options within or on the fringe of the Maldon Town 
Centre.                                                                                                                                           
Implementation: Council and Business 

 Objective 7:  Maximise the benefits associated with local attractions in a manner which 
  builds on a sustainable Town Centre  

Issue: Promote links between Maldon's attractions and businesses in the town centre. 

Actions: 

20. Promote linkages between the Maldon Town Centre and other regional attractions, including 
the Victorian Goldfields Railway and Cairn Curran, so that a higher share visitor spending is 
captured. Implement specific measures to link visits to these attractions with a visit to the town 
centre. An excellent example is the transport between the Maldon train station and the town 
centre for railway visitors.                                                                                                          
Implementation: Council and Business 

21. Ensure that these attractions contribute to the overall success of the Maldon Town Centre, yet 
recognise that they are only part of the wide range of factors generating visitation to the 
centre. It is vitally important that the Maldon Town Centre is a strong and vibrant centre in its 
own right, and that it is not overly reliant on external factors (such as water levels in Cairn 
Curran or the days of operation of the railway).                                                                                       
Implementation: Council and Business  
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Objective 8:  Preserve, maintain and enhance the strong heritage values of the Town 
  Centre 

Issue: Protect and enhance the heritage of Maldon without unnecessarily undermining business 
 opportunities and the important role of the town centre. 

Actions: 

22. Recognise the unique character of the Maldon Town Centre and ensure that the heritage values 
and environment present in the centre are carefully protected through the application of 
appropriate heritage controls.                                                                                                    
Implementation: Council and property owners 

23. Consider the opportunity to provide increased interpretive information in the town centre 
showing historical photos and describing previous uses of buildings, significant events etc. 
Implementation: Council, Community, Business and property owners 

24. Recognise the physical and other constraints to commercial and community activities 
associated with the application of heritage protection controls. Implement a commonsense 
approach which balances a genuine desire to protect the town centre’s heritage with modern 
requirements related to health and safety, business operations and community needs.                                                                                                                                           
Implementation: Council and Community 

25. Provide a sense of clarity to businesses and property owners on their heritage responsibilities. 
Support businesses and property owners where they are proposing change which is consistent 
with heritage controls.                                                      Implementation: Council, Community, and 
Business and Property Owners 

Objective 9: Ensure regular and productive communication between Businesses, Council 
  and other stakeholders   

Issue:  A lack of communication and co-operation is evident between stakeholders in Maldon.  

Actions: 

26. Encourage regular forums (at least twice annually) for communication between all stakeholders 
relevant to the Maldon Town Centre. Use these forums to identify issues and opportunities in 
advance, and seek to be pro-active in promoting the interests of the town centre and the 
Maldon community. These forums should include community organisations such as Maldon Inc, 
Maldon Action, CFA etc, interested individuals, property owners, and relevant government 
representatives.                                                                                                                           
Implementation: Council, Community, Business and Property Owners 

27. Promote an informal process of ongoing open and frank dialogue between stakeholders within 
the Maldon community in order to promote the achievement of shared goals for Maldon and 
the town centre. Encourage the creation and implementation of specific actions and programs 
by community organisations in Maldon (e.g. the successful lobbying for underground power 
supply).                                                                                                                                          
Implementation: Council, Community and Business 
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5.3 Objectives and Actions for Specific Stakeholders  

Business 

Objective 10: Encourage trading hours which are consistent and which meet the needs of 
customers and contribute to the vibrancy of the town centre  

Issue: Maldon has a perception as a "part-time" town centre, with limited and inconsistent trading 
 hours.  

Actions: 

28. Promote greater consistency between retailers on trading hours in the Maldon Town Centre 
and recognise that closed shops do not create the impression of a successful and dynamic 
centre to both local shoppers and tourists/visitors.  

29. Most shops in the town centre are owner-operated and not suited to a 12-hour/7-day trading 
format. However, if increased  levels of visitation by locals and tourists/visitors is successfully 
achieved, scope may exist to extend current opening times.  

Objective 11: Promote a town centre which attracts more tourists and encourages them to 
  spend more time and money in the town  

Issue: The tourist/visitor market is, and will continue to be, an important component of trade in the 
 town centre.  

Actions: 

30. Develop and implement strategies which seek to convert tourist visits to the Maldon Town 
Centre into actual spending. A view exists that although the town centre benefits from tourist 
trade, the spending potential of these visitors is not being realised in the town centre and that 
too many visitors simply choose to browse.  

31. Encourage links between businesses and other stakeholders so that the potential for visitor 
spending in the town centre is maximised. For example, businesses could offer discounts or 
other incentives to tourists who visit other local attractions or traders.  

32. Where possible, businesses should always seek to maximise the time and money that the 
tourist/visitor market spends in the town centre. Traders should work on strategies to "sell" the 
town and its attractions to visitors who enter their store or business.  

Objective 12: Be innovative and encourage a sense of entrepreneurship 

Issue: An innovative and dynamic business sector will promote a successful and vibrant town centre.  

Actions: 

33. Promote a sense of entrepreneurship and innovation in the town centre which is reflected in 
terms of positive outcomes such as the mix of businesses, range of products, store presentation 
and merchandise display, marketing and branding, customer loyalty schemes etc.  
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34. Consider promoting voluntary education programs for town centre traders and other local 
businesses relating to retail management, retail marketing, customer service, branding and 
visual merchandising.  

35. Recognise that retailing and tourism are two of the most dynamic sectors of the local economy 
and that the Maldon Town Centre will always need to be evolving and changing to reflect 
shifting tastes, consumer preferences, and economic circumstances. Ensure that such change is 
encouraged in policies, programs and activities so that Maldon is proactive in responding 
changing market conditions, rather than reactive or defensive.  

Community 

Objective 13: Promote community pride in the Maldon Town Centre 

Issue: Maldon residents often see the town centre as primarily for tourists/visitors. 

Actions: 

36. Make the Maldon Town Centre a "place for locals" which is also welcoming to the tourists and 
other visitors who come to town. Experience across Australia shows that town centres which 
are popular with their local community are also popular with the tourist/visitor market.  

37. Explicitly recognise the importance of the Maldon Town Centre to the positive image of the 
town for tourists/visitors and as a factor contributing to liveability for local residents. Ensure 
that the town centre continues to be the focus for the Maldon community and is a source of 
pride for the townsfolk. 

Objective 14: Shop and spend locally 

Issue: Maldon residents should increase their visitation and spending in the Maldon Town Centre, 
rather than typically shopping at other, more distant centres, as do many residents at the 
present time. 

Actions: 

38. Promote a ‘shop-local’ campaign among traders, businesses and local residents in Maldon. 
Make sure that such a campaign is built on a foundation of town centre traders providing an 
attractive range of goods and services, competitive prices, and high levels of personal service 
that meet local needs, rather than simply relying on a sense of community obligation to ‘shop 
local’.  

39. Encourage the further development of the town centre as a place which responds to the needs 
of residents and is consistent with capturing a higher share of local spending. Capturing the 
spending of locals should be considered an equal objective to capturing spending from tourists 
and visitors.  
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Council 

Objective 15: Maintain and enhance the atmosphere and streetscape in the town centre 

Issue: Maldon town centre needs to foster a pleasant and vibrant shopping environment to visit and 
spend some time. 

Actions: 

40. Identify opportunities for improvements to the built environment, including ongoing street 
works, implementation of traffic and parking changes as required, introduction of measures to 
improve pedestrian accessibility, encouragement to re-investment and refurbishment of 
existing buildings, encouragement of high quality shopfronts, and promotion of pedestrian 
accessibility to and within the town centre.  

41. Implement urban design measures, such as those identified in the Maldon Economic Futures 
report, which maximise the integration between a future Vincents Street supermarket and the 
balance of the town centre.  

42. Establish a positive working relationship with property owners, possibly through 
Council/Owners social functions and workshops, in order to encourage improvements to town 
centre properties, noting that a number of buildings are in need of repair and refurbishment. 

43. Inform property owners of potential grants and other financial incentives which may assist in 
maintaining and revitalising heritage buildings. 

Objective 16: Provide a clear set of Policy Guidelines which are practical and generate 
  certainty for stakeholders 

Issue: Policy certainty will ensure the protection of the unique characteristics of the town centre and 
contribute to its vibrancy and prosperity.  

Actions: 

44. Prepare and implement a clear set of criteria relating to heritage protection in the town centre 
which provide certainty to businesses, property owners and the community. Provide a short 
and succinct "plain English" guide to these heritage criteria for distribution to the community.  

45. Ensure that policy is implemented on a consistent basis and that a process for prompt 
assessment and approvals is in place. Recognise that uncertainty is the primary dis-incentive to 
investment, and that the application of strict, yet reasonable, heritage protections should be 
implemented in a manner that creates certainty and clarity for all stakeholders.   

5.4 Implementation Plan 

Council 

As indicated in the preceding section, Council has an important role in directly or indirectly 
implementing the recommended actions aimed at enhancing the role and function of the Maldon Town 
Centre. In many instances, Council can act as the catalyst in encouraging particular changes through its 
economic development and strategic planning functions.  
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Encouragement of clear lines of communication between Council, property owners, businesses and the 
community is another example of this role for Council. Specifically, this includes: 

 working with property owners to achieve specific outcomes related to issues such as replacing 
the Main Street supermarket with a high quality new tenant(s) 

 consulting with the community on the potential for a special rates or other scheme in the town 
centre so that funds can be available for particular works, promotions, and the like in the centre 

 working with the community to create a Maldon "brand" and creating an updated marketing 
program 

 communicating more clearly to property owners, traders and the community policies in relation 
to heritage protection, including a ‘plain English’ guide 

 encouraging formal and informal communication between stakeholders in the town centre 
(including twice annual stakeholder meetings) 

 informing property owners of grants and other incentives which may assist in maintenance and 
repair of heritage buildings 

 other mechanisms of communication required to meet the objectives of this review, as identified 
by Council. 

Business 

Much of the implementation of this Strategy must fall to businesses and property owners as these 
entities either own the properties or have the vision and funds to actually ensure that the required 
actions proceed. 

Community 

It will also be important to ensure that the Maldon community has a continuing involvement. 
Improvements to the Maldon Town Centre can deliver a wide range of benefits; for example, improved 
levels of business service, better access to shops and other facilities and amenities, improved 
streetscapes and street furniture provision, more areas for passive relaxation, local job creation, and the 
like. 

5.5 Priority Actions  

Although there is an expectation that the objectives and actions identified in this report will form the 
basis for long-term change in the Maldon Town Centre, a number of specific actions should be 
implemented as a matter of priority in order to demonstrate support for the Strategy and its objectives. 
This listing of priorities does not undermine the importance of other actions, but reflects the 
opportunity to create some changes which will have an immediate benefit for the town centre and the 
community. 

These priority actions are identified as  

 Immediate, and  

 Short-term. 
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Immediate Actions 

These actions should be seen as immediate priorities in view of their immediate benefit to the operation 
of the town centre. 

Action 4:  Council and the owner of the existing Maldon supermarket site should  
  work together on strategies to ensure that the Main Street tenancy is replaced 
  as quickly as possible with a high quality trader(s) once a new Vincents Street 
  supermarket opens.      

Action 16:  Facilitate the re-location of the Bendigo Bank and Visitor Information Centre into high 
  activity areas of the town  centre. 

Action 25: Provide greater clarity to traders and property owners on their heritage  
  responsibilities in the town centre and support them where they are proposing 
  change which is consistent with heritage controls. 

Action 26:-  Create a regular forum (at least twice annually) for communication between  
  stakeholders in the Maldon town centre. 

Action 38:  Promote a ‘shop-local’ campaign among traders, businesses and local residents in 
  Maldon. 

Action 41:   Implement urban design measures which maximise the integration between a future 
  Vincents Street supermarket and the balance of the town centre. 

Action 43:  Inform property owners of potential grants and other financial incentives which may 
  assist in maintaining and revitalising heritage buildings. 

Short-Term Actions 

These actions are short-term priorities to be implemented over the next 2 years. 

Action 5:   Consider the implementation of a special rates scheme or other similar mechanism to 
  fund specialised marketing and management programs. 

Action 6:   Create a Maldon "brand" which differentiates the town from other destinations in 
  regional Victoria and which highlights reasons to visit Maldon which are specific to the 
  town. 

Action 11:  Develop a set of performance criteria and a post-event reporting framework for 
  Maldon's events program. 

Action 20:  Promote linkages between the Maldon Town Centre and other regional attractions, 
  including the Victorian Goldfields Railway and Cairn Curran, so that a higher share 
  visitor spending is captured by businesses in the town centre. 

Action 23:   Consider the opportunity to provide increased interpretive information in the town 
  centre, showing historical photos and describing previous uses of buildings, significant 
  events etc. 
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Actions 28/29:   Promote consistency between retailers on trading hours in the Maldon Town  
  Centre. Encourage longer trading hours, as appropriate. 

Action 44:   Prepare and implement a clear set of criteria relating to heritage protection in the 
  town centre and provide to the community a "plain English" guide to these criteria.  

 

 

 


